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R E
V I S 

I O N :
LEADER’S GUIDE

Applying principles found in the book REVISION by Dr. John Bowling

Dr. John Bowling’s excellent and timely book REVISION is a helpful tool for leaders who are desiring to be 
effective in the forthcoming days of their ministry. This study guide is designed to assist the reader/participant 
in considering and applying the principles and concepts outlined in the book. I encourage you to engage in four 
practices as you work through this resource:

1. Prepare with prayer.

2. Read each section, highlighting principles that catch your attention. 

3. Complete the “Consideration/Application” section carefully and thoughtfully. 

4. Follow through with each section’s “To Do” assignment.

“Experience has taught us that without the pervasive depths and the 
enhancing reach of the Holy Spirit, our ministry is vain. But with the help of

the Holy Spirit, the surprises are endless. Our ministry is extended and 
enhanced far beyond our qualifications, expectations and circumstances.”

(Renewing Our Ministry, David McKenna, page xi)
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PREFACE
Session #1

WHAT IF YOUR CHURCH WERE 
CALLING A NEW PASTOR?

(page 15)

Suppose you were to accept another assignment and your church were to begin the process of calling a new pas-
tor. How do you think they would answer the following questions?

1. What are our initial thoughts and concerns?   

2. What did our previous pastor (you) do well as pastor?

3. What did our previous pastor (you) not do well as pastor?

4. As we begin to look forward, what characteristics, gifts, and abilities do we want in a new pastor?
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REFLECTING ON YOUR CURRENT ASSIGNMENT

A. When you accepted your current assignment ___ years ago, what were your thoughts and emotions?

B. Can you recall some of the dreams you had at that time? List a few: 

C. How many of these dreams have you seen come true? List a few:

D.  Can you recall some of the fears you had at that time? List a few:

E. What has been your greatest disappointment?

F. What has been your greatest success?
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G. If you had it to do all over again, list 3 things you would do the same way.
1.   

2.    

3.    

H. If you had it to do all over again, list 3 things you would do differently.
1. 

2. 

3. 

I. What are your current emotions/feelings/thoughts about your current assignment?

J. Are your emotions/feelings/thoughts the same as when you accepted this assignment? Why or why not?

K. Are you more disappointed about the past than you are excited about the future? If “yes,” why do you 
think that is?
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CONSIDERATION/APPLICATION

1. What needs to happen internally for me to move from our past experiences to see the possibilities for our 
future?

A. 

B. 

C. 

A THOUGHT FROM DR. BOWLING
(pages 15–16)

“…I also began to realize that if Olivet were to be all it could and 
should be in the days to come, our dreams for the future would have 

to outweigh our memories of the past.”
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2.  What are the first things I would do if I were the NEW pastor of this church?

A. 

B. 

C. 

3. What is keeping me from doing these things now?

A. 

B. 

C. 
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TO DO
What two things can I do in the next 30 days to begin to look to the future as the “new pastor” of this church?

1.    

2.    

PRAYER
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REVISION STUDY GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
Session #2

“Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but anyone
can start today and make a new ending.”

(Maria Robinson, page 17)

What are your initial thoughts about this statement?

DOORS
(page 17-18)

Sometimes we consider problems or obstacles as “the door being shut” on opportunities or possibilities. What if 
we looked at problems or obstacles as “doors” through which we could walk to experience a new future?

Keys for effective long-term leadership require the following strategies to unlock doors to new opportunities:
1. Taking a fresh look BACK

2. Taking a renewed look WITHIN

3. Taking an optimistic look AHEAD
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“Leadership need not be—cannot be—doing the same things in 
the same ways year after year.” (page 18)

THE LOOK BACK: Define each of the following concepts. (These will be discussed further in greater detail in 
later chapters.)

1. REMEMBER:

2. RE-EVALUATE:

3. RESTORE:

4. RESOLVE:
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REFLECTIONS

A. What ministries/activities have I promoted year in and year out that work?

1. Why do they work?

2. How do I evaluate whether they are working?

B. What ministries/activities have I promoted year in and year out that don’t work?

1. Why don’t they work?

2. How do I determine that they do not work?

3. Why do I continue to do them?

4. Are there barriers that keep me from discontinuing? If yes, what are they?
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“In the process of re-visioning, leaders must also look within to: (page 19)

A. Define each of the following concepts. (These will be discussed further in greater detail in later chapters.)

1. RE-ENGAGE

2. REPAIR

3. RELEASE

4. REFRESH
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“Too often managers manage for yesterday’s condition, because yesterday is where they got their experience 
and had their successes.” (page 19)

A. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Why or why not?

“…leadership, is about tomorrow, not yesterday.” (page 19)

A. Do you agree or disagree with this statement?   Why or why not?

SELF REFLECTION: Where has my focus been?
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WANT TO BUY A RUG?

Dr. Bowling makes three statements regarding his experience in Turkey on pages 20-21.

1. “…a single thread alone could not compare in strength or splendor to a thousand threads woven together 
in harmony with a grand design.” 

THOUGHTS?

1. “…It was obvious that handmade rugs take time.”

THOUGHTS?

1. “…I noticed that one had to stand on the proper side of the process to see the beauty.”

THOUGHTS?

“The measure of success is not whether you have a tough problem to deal with, but whether it’s 
the same problem you had last year.” (Dulles, page 21)
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CONSIDERATION/APPLICATION

Dr. Bowling says that “too often we stay in the same room, doing the same kinds of things, 
not knowing the vast array of possibilities that wait for us in the next room.”  (page 22)

Questions to Consider

1. In my current assignment, am I stuck in the “same room” without a clear vision of the possibilities wait-
ing behind other doors?

2. What “door” do I need to move through to reach the next level of leadership?

3. What do I need to stop doing immediately?

4. What do I need to start doing immediately?
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TO DO
Find two scriptures that apply to moving forward into the future and leaving the past behind.

1. 

2. 

What is one thing I can do this week to begin to “change rooms” so that I/we can move forward?

PRAYER
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REVISION STUDY GUIDE

Section 1 – The Look Back

REMEMBER/Chapter 1/Session #3

Strategy #1 for long-term effective leadership: REMEMBER 

REFLECTION 
What is the one thing that I know I 

ought to be doing but am not?

“In the dim background of our mind, we know what we ought to be doing,
but somehow we cannot start.” 

(William James, page 25)

1. What is that one thing I know I ought to be doing?

2. Why am I not doing it? What specifically is hindering me from doing it?

3. What steps can I take to begin doing this one thing immediately?  
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REFLECTION 
Am I HAVING FUN in my current situation?

“Don’t look further for answers: be the solution. You were born with everything you need to know. Make a promise 
to stop getting in the way of the blessing that you are.  Take a deep breath, remember to have fun, and begin.”

(Jonathan H. Ellerby, page 25, bold added)

AM I HAVING FUN IN MY CURRENT MINISTRY?

1. If yes, what are some of the reasons?

2. If no, what are some of the reasons?

Which, if any, of the following tends to describe me currently? 

_____Work/ministry has become a rote exercise.

_____Basically, I just show up.

_____I am generally doing what I have always done.

_____I rewind the tape and do it all over again each day.

_____I lack passion, purpose, and compelling vision.
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REFLECTION 
Institutional Memories

“If an individual is to genuinely revision his or her work, he or she must remember the most important and essential 
core elements of the organization and of his or her role in the life of the organization. Institutional and personal 

memories are powerful forces when harnessed to a new vision.”
(page 26, bold added)

A. What would I consider to be the most important and essential core elements in my current ministry 
assignment?

B. How do I see my role in the life of my current ministry assignment? 

PERSONAL MEMORIES 
1. Memory gives us the ability to relive days gone by. Write two memories of days gone by that you would 

like to relive:

2. Memory enables us to recapture special moments in life. Write two moments you have captured in life: 
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3. Memory enables us to recall friends and family from a former day. Who are three friends from a former 
day whose names bring back pleasant memories?

LESSONS LEARNED

On pages 30–33, Dr. Bowling references Robert Sloan’s list of lessons learned over his 25+ years at Sibley Me-
morial Hospital. Check FIVE of the most meaningful lessons he learned that apply to you and consider how you 
might apply these lessons.

_____Hiring the best people makes all the difference.
_____Treat people as you would be treated.
_____Assign your best people to the biggest opportunities.
_____Remember that good judgment is the most important attribute of the successful executive.
_____Be guided by a vision and mission that is inspiring.
_____Create a sense of the significant.
_____Concentrate on revenue growth.
_____Control expenses, monitor productivity, enforce efficiency.
_____Emphasize quality, outcome measurement, and personalized service. 
_____Learn from your mistakes.
_____Remember that success comes not so much from big victories but little victories each day.
_____Make decisions.
_____Listen more than you talk.
_____Seek continuous improvement.
_____Caution: success will make you more vulnerable to temptation than failure ever will.
_____Find good in all situations.
_____Take time to reflect.
_____Realize that a thank-you from the CEO means more than you can imagine.
_____Walk around; be visible.
_____Maintain a constancy of purpose.
_____Respect the elderly.
_____Keep in mind that change always takes more time than you expect.
_____Read a psalm or proverb daily.
_____Develop strong teams that will work together.
_____Enjoy each day, for it is a gift.
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INSTITUTIONAL MEMORIES

“Every organization has a memory, a history of achievements, mistakes, and even
unintended consequences that contribute to an ongoing dialogue as people mold an event’s meaning for themselves. 

The tapestry of interpretations informs, and often directs, the organization’s future.” (Schultz, page 33)

A. What are some of the memories of my local church? What do they talk and reminisce about?  

B. What internal memories influence and/or dictate current decisions in the church?

C. Have these memories served to revere and keep the past alive, or have they become a shrine and some-
thing that is worshiped, impeding the need for change?

SINGLE-MINDEDNESS

“It is easy for one to lose single-mindedness over time.” (page 37)

A. What has happened in this ministry that has caused me to lose my single-mindedness of purpose?
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CHANGE WITHOUT CHANGING (page 37-38)

A. When thinking about the changes that need to be made in my church, how can I maintain the institu-
tional integrity and “story” and still press toward the changes that must be made to maintain present and 
future viability?

CONSIDERATIONS/APPLICATIONS

VERY IMPORTANT—CONSIDER CAREFULLY
“…The measure of one’s leadership, particularly over time, is not seen in 

how well the leader is doing personally or professionally but on 
how well the organization is doing.” 

(page 39)

NOTE OF CONCERN
A. There seems to be a tendency among pastors to stay at a church despite year after year of decline. While 

there are seasons of decline, to see the church in a continual state of decline is something that must be 
considered. Why do you think pastors stay in a situation when the church is on a downward path?
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TO DO

This week, please speak to five individuals from your congregation about the story and memories of the church. 
Speak with the young, middle aged, and older members of your church. Then write a paragraph or two, sharing 
the memories and story as you have heard them. This exercise will help you to have first-hand knowledge of your 
congregants’ perspectives. It will also help you in protecting the story as you move toward changing without 
changing.  

PRAYER
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REVISION STUDY GUIDE

Re-EVALUATE/Chapter 2/Session #4

“There will be a time when you believe everything is finished.  
That will be the beginning.”
(Louis L’Amour, page 40)

1. What is the first thing that comes to my mind when you hear the word “Re-Evaluate”?

Sobering question: “Am I not as good as I think I am?”  
This question is based on Marshall Goldsmith’s thoughts in his book, What Got You Here Won’t Get You There: 
How Successful People Become Even More Successful.  (Note from Pastor Mike: “I encourage you to read this 
book.”)

Dr. Bowling communicates Goldsmith’s message this way: “This propensity to overestimate one’s success and over-
look one’s weaknesses can keep an individual from getting better over time. To counter this tendency, the effective 
leader learns to re-evaluate both the nature of his or her leadership and the health and productivity of one’s organi-
zation. Goldsmith writes that his book will have met its desired end “if I can help you consider the possibility that, 
despite your demonstrable success . . . you might not be as good as you think you are” (page 41).

This might be offensive to some when we first think about the statements above.  However, effective leaders often 
take time to re-evaluate how they are doing and how the organization is doing under their leadership.

REFLECTION
1. If I were a layperson, would I…

• Attend my church?

• Be able to state my church’s mission?

• Be able to share what my church’s stated values are?

• Consider my (pastoral) leadership as:

• Vibrant?

• Visionary?
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• Forward-looking?

• Adventurous?

• Status-Quo?

• Playing it safe?

• Afraid to take risk?

• Stale?

• Backward looking?

• Invite someone to church with me?

• Be engaged in its ministry?

2. How would I describe the health of my church currently?

• Alive, forward-looking, engaging and positive?

• Coasting, content, and comfortable?

• Declining, discouraged, and doesn’t know what to do to turn things around?

• Dead, best days are behind us, basically hopeless but hanging on?

• Other:
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FOUR QUESTIONS (page 47)

Dr. Bowling emphasizes the importance that an organization should be in a constant state of re-evaluation. He 
says, “The pace of change is such that what was fine and effective a year ago might very well be counterproductive 
today.”

Can you name one thing that we are doing today as a church that falls into this category?

Four questions to ask ourselves:

1. What are we doing well?

2. What are we doing that needs to be improved?

3. What are we not doing at all that we ought to be doing?

4. What are we doing that we need not continue?
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FOUR QUESTIONS & COVID-19
Additional questions: (Thank you to Pastor Art and Terry Skinner from Farmington for the following ideas.)

• What has changed since COVID?

• What have we lost due to COVID?

• What have we had to let go of due to COVID?

• What has become new due to COVID?
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REFLECTION 
The “To Stop Doing” List

“We spend a lot of time teaching leaders what to do. We don’t spend enough time teaching leaders what to stop. Half 
the leaders I have met don’t need to learn what to do. They need to learn what to stop.” Peter Drucker (page 48)

What is, or should be, on my “TO STOP DOING” list?

Dr. Bowling reflects on doing an audit of ONU’s academic programs. From this came one of his often-quoted 
sayings, “Let’s remember; you don’t have to be sick to get better.”  
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Take a few moments and list the ministries/programs in your church. Then put a check mark by those that need 
to be discontinued or significantly changed in order to continue:

Ministry/Program Keep Discontinue Change

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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STEP BY STEP

1. PERSONAL Re-Evaluation: Take time to carefully and honestly evaluate your personal strengths and 
weaknesses. 

A. What are my strengths?

B. What are my weaknesses?

2. TEAM Re-Evaluation:

A. The key players on my team at church:

B. The players I need to work with to make adjustments—those who may be a liability or adversary:

C. Who would I like to NOT have on my team?

3. SYSTEM Re-Evaluation:

A. What sources do I have that give me the right information at the right time so I can gauge the health 
of my church?  
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VALUE CLARIFICATION (page 51)

“. . . our values statement had to be more than words on paper.”

1. Does my church have a set of stated and publicized values?    Yes      No

A. If so, what are they? 

B. If not, why not?

Bowling’s Sailboat Observations

A. The rudder is significant.

List observations on the importance of my steering the church.

B. The wind is of major importance.  

1. What winds do I deal with in the church?

2. What winds do I need to focus on in order to move forward?
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C. The set of the sail matters.  

Thoughts?

D.  The anchor is a must. 

“One’s core values and the values of the organization become the anchor that provides stability.” (page 53)

1. What threatens the stability of our church regarding our values?

2. How can I anchor our church to our core values?

3. How am I intentionally communicating and practicing our stated values?

4. Do our church policies reflect our values? How?
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REMEMBER 
VALUES ARE KEPT BY PEOPLE, NOT PAPER!

   
Dr. Bowling makes one of the most important points of the book on page 55 (bold added):  

“One does not start a work and then move to mission. Individuals start with mission and then shape the work and 
use the resources to accomplish the mission. Mission drives, not follows, a great work. A problem, however, can 
sometimes develop as people join a work already in progress and begin to function as part of the group without 
ever really owning the dream or envisioning the vision.” 

Please take some time and consider how this affects you and your local church. Do you and the people really 
know the mission, vision, and values of the church? And are they doing what they do as a result of mission or 
tradition?
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THE PARADOX OF SUCCESS

Past success can be a hinderance to continued or future success. Previous successes enable us to keep doing the 
same things long after they have become ineffective, or we fail to continue to re-evaluate and make it fresh.  
Goldsmith makes two observations on pages 56-57:

1. Mistakenly believing I have succeeded.  

We all need a sense of success and confidence in what we are doing. But Goldsmith cautions 
us on thinking too highly of our contribution to the success. We must also balance our success 
with a “a realistic evaluation of his or her failures.” This will help us get better as we succeed.

2. He also mentions the temptation to believe that we will succeed in the future because we succeeded in 
the past.  

WE MUST HAVE CONFIDENCE THAT WE WILL SUCCEED IN THE FUTURE, BUT 
NOT SIMPLY BECAUSE WE SUCCEEDED IN THE PAST.

CONSIDERATION/APPLICATION

“To counter this, a leader must learn to consistently reevaluate every aspect of his or her work. This process of 
reevaluation is done both formally and informally,  both individually and as a group.” (page 57)
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TO DO

1. If you have not established a set of stated values as a congregation, this is where you should start this 
week. Spend some time formulating a set of stated values. 

2. Choose one ministry at your church that has been successful but needs a period of re-evaluation to con-
tinue to be successful. List steps you will take to conduct this re-evaluation.

3. This week I will re-evaluate my life and answer these 2 questions:

a. Am I ministering out of mission or tradition?

b. Am I steering our congregation or is the past steering me?

PRAYER
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REVISION Study Guide

RESTORE/Chapter 3/Session #5

Without referencing the dictionary, what is your definition of RESTORE?

Now, what is the dictionary’s definition of RESTORE?

Was your definition similar to the dictionary definition? How was it different?

  

“Even in the face of inevitable waves of change, there is the tendency to do nothing, to remain static. Leaders 
must resist that pull. They need always to be searching for ways to restore the organizations they lead. 

This often begins by restoring a proper self-image.” (page 59)

QUESTIONS

 How has COVID-19 influenced me to become static?

What is happening in my life or my congregation’s life that makes it imperative that I move forward to restore 
our impact and influence?
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THOUGHTS ON RESTORATION (pages 62–63)

“Therefore, the process to revision an organization must include a clear restoration of institutional life and culture.” 
(page 62, bold added)

A. What projects (if any) have I undertaken to restore? (car, furniture, house, etc.)

B. Thinking about the restoration project, what was the most difficult part of the project?

C. What was the most rewarding part of the project?
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FIVE LESSONS
Dr. Bowling shares five lessons from his restoration of an old house. They involve:

1. A vision-shaped decision

2. Clearing out the clutter

3. Giving the place a cleaning

4. Giving it time and consistent effort

5. Realizing scars remain from the past

Choose one of the above observations. After reading each description (page 63), elaborate on one that is most 
relevant to you currently. 
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COKE OR PEPSI? 
REFLECTION—Future Empowerment and 

Personal Responsibility
1. Am I a one-person show in regard to leadership in my congregation?

2. Do I seek to empower those I work with?

3. Do I hold those I work with accountable for their ministry?

4. Do I delegate well?

LEADERSHIP CURRENCIES

Dr. Bowling spoke about leadership currencies during a Zoom meeting. Consider the following five 
currencies, and define each of them in your own words. (1 or 2 sentences)

1. Command:

2. Charisma:

3. Consensus:
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4. Competence:

5. Character:

A. How do these apply to me?  

B. Which one(s) are dominant?  

C. Which one(s) are weak or missing?
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CONSIDERATION/APPLICATION

A. Consider why something might need to be restored.

B. Consider why someone might want to restore something.
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TO DO

Look again at the five lessons learned from restoring a house listed above, and complete the following five activities:

In the next 30 days…

1. I will make the following decision that will assist us in achieving our vision:

2. I will clear out the following clutter in my life and/or my congregation’s life that is obscuring the ministry 
we want to have:

3. I will begin to clean up the following that has been neglected:

4. I will take the time needed to do the following that will point us to our vision:

5. I expect to see the following scars even as we restore the ministry at hand:

PRAYER
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REVISION STUDY GUIDE

RESOLVE/Chapter 4/Session #6

“Don’t wait until everything is just right. It will never be perfect. There will always be challenges, obstacles, and 
less-than-perfect conditions. So what? Get started now. With each step you take, you will grow stronger

and stronger, more and more skilled, more and more self-confident,  and more and more successful.”
(Mark Victor Hansen, page 70)

REFLECTION
(pages 70-77)

In this section of chapter 4, Dr. Bowling spends considerable time discussing what he calls “in-between” places. 
These are places/times when “we step back from the possible to be captured by the impossible, when we cease striv-
ing to achieve just long enough to reconnect with being, to be re-centered.” He goes on to say, “It is those transitional 
moments that provide opportunity to revision and resolve to do things differently. . . . Such moments constitute a 
comma in the grammar of an organization’s internal conversation about who they are, why they exist, and where 
they’re headed. These are opportunities to go back to the future.”

In sharing the story of the revitalization of Starbucks, he mentions the focus being on the “soul” of the organiza-
tion. He shares that one reason Starbucks was struggling was because there had been a “shift [in] its focus from its 
core values to its bottom line.” (page 73)

On page 75, Dr. Bowling reflects on six questions he asked the faculty and staff at ONU as they considered a new 
chapter of growth and development. Please consider these questions, formatted to be applicable to your church. 
I strongly recommend gathering a group of individuals from your church to assist you in answering these 
questions.

1. What are the distinguishing characteristics of my church?

2. What are the things that set us apart from any other church in our town?
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3. What is it about my church that has the potential to change the lives of people?

4. Why should we expect families to drive past other churches and attend/engage here?

5. What is it that motivates men and women to provide financial support to my church?

6. What should be the marks of people who attend my church?
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INSPECTING THE FOUNDATION

In reflecting on the building in London that was crumbling from the upper floors to the lower, Dr. Bowling says 
that the architect discovered the problem was “with the foundation.” (page 76)

“All the patching, painting, and propping-up in the world will
not make up for a faulty foundation. That is true architecturally,

but it is also true with organizations. There are times when leaders
must go deep to inspect and repair the foundations of their organizations.  

This is particularly true for those who lead in the same 
place over a long period of time.” (page 77)

A. Consider the quote above. How much time/energy/focus is spent “patching, painting, and propping up” 
the ministry in my church versus inspecting and repairing the foundations of my church?

B. Why do we spend time on the cosmetic versus the structural/missional aspect of our church?
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REFLECTION 
Perseverance & Concentration

As you begin this process of rebuilding/revisioning your local congregation and its mission, it is wise to acknowl-
edge that the process will not be easy, but it “can be done” (page 78).  

 
“While we dream there are easy paths or hope we will find a genie to make our wishes come true, the reality is  

hat hard work, action, and perseverance are the only “fairy dust” that will fulfill our dreams.” 
(Niedert, Four Seasons of Leadership, page 78)

“The content of your vision determines much of the course and character of your life.” (page 79)

CONSIDERATION/APPLICATION

“While I admire and try to encourage folks to think out of the box, I also realize that most of our work is done in the 
box. We may wish things were different—that we had better resources, fewer issues, and different ways of work-
ing—yet the truth is that we work where we work, with whom we work, doing the work that needs to be done, 
and therefore we can’t always step outside the box. We have to renew ourselves and infuse meaning and value into 
the daily work we are called to do.  Most of us cannot afford the luxury of blaming our lack of success on issues 
other than our own performance. As the saying goes, ‘A poor sailor blames the wind.’” (pages 79-80, bold added) 

A. What/whom have I been blaming for the church’s poor or mediocre success in fulfilling the mission?  

B. What role/responsibility do I have in this?

C. How is my personal walk with Jesus?

D. What am I more focused on, patching and painting the visible, or repairing the foundation?
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TO DO

1. Take time to be alone with your Bible and God and review/reconsider your church’s mission statement. 
How is my church really doing in accomplishing this mission?

2. Take some time and formulate your personal Credo statement (1 or 2 sentences).

Credo means “a guiding belief or principle” or “a statement of the beliefs or aims which guide someone’s actions.”

A. What is the guiding belief or principle of my life?

B. This week I will quit blaming ____________________ for our lack of success in fulfilling our mission 
and start moving forward by doing this in the next 30 days:

PRAYER
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REVISION Study Guide

Section 2 – The Look Within

Re-ENGAGE/Chapter 5/Session #7

“Do not wait until the conditions are perfect to begin.
Beginning makes the conditions perfect.” 

(Alan Cohen, page 83)

DEFINITON:
Engage: “to participate or become involved in”
Re-engage: “to participate or become involved in, again” (paraphrase)

“A leader must ensure that he or she remains fully engaged in the life of 
the organization over the long haul. That does not happen automatically.” (page 83)

“Detachment is a danger for the long-term leader. Over time there comes the subtle
temptation to withdraw and reduce one’s active engagement to only 

those aspects of the work that are most rewarding.” (page 84) 

REFLECTION
Reflect on the statements above and answer the following questions:

1. Am I currently fully engaged in my assignment? Explain:

2. Am I leading for the long haul? Explain:
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3. What are some of the characteristics I experience if/when I am detached from my assignment? Explain:

4. What aspects of the work are most rewarding that get most of my attention when I am detached or with-
drawn?  Explain:

5. What do I need to re-engage in to move my church forward toward fulfilling our mission?  Explain:

STANDING IN A CIRCLE
(pages 88–90)

Dr. Bowling speaks of the various constituents he works with at ONU, including faculty, staff, students, commu-
nity leaders, etc. Below, list the various constituents you work with in your current assignment:
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On page 89, Howard Schultz is quoted as saying that effective leaders share two intertwined attributes:

1. “. . . an unbridled level of confidence about where their organizations are headed.”

       Question:  Do you know where your church is headed? Explain:

2. “. . . the ability to bring people along.”

       Question: Do you feel like you have the ability to bring people along? Explain:

“Success happens only when people are fully engaged and respected by those in leadership. There is no winning 
alone.” (Wayne Lambert, page 89)

REFLECTION ON EPHESIANS 4:11–16
Take a few moments to read Ephesians 4:11-16. What are my thoughts about these verses and my
current assignment?
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LEADERSHIP AGILITY
Five Levels of “Leadership Agility” are mentioned on pages 90–92.  

Dr. Bowling suggests that “Not every leader can or should seek to function in all levels; however, if one is to sus-
tain effective and fresh leadership with the same organization over a long period of time, he or she should move 
to at least some measure of expression at each level” (page 91). 

Take some time to analyze and reflect on each of the levels and answer the following question.

Which level(s) do I most closely align with?  Why?

• Expert Level

• Achiever Level

• Catalyst Level

• Co-Creator Level

• Synergist Level

CONSIDERATIONS/APPLICATIONS
In the section entitled Be Visible and Reintroduce Yourself, Dr. Bowling recalls participating in a school drama, 
riding a mechanical bull, and marching with the band at ONU. It illustrates his desire to engage with the univer-
sity community and to be part of the life of the campus.    

Question: In what ways am I engaging in the life of my church community?
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TO DO
Organize and conduct a series of “Conversations with the Pastor” based on Bowling’s meetings described on pag-
es 85–88. Invite at least three different groups to have a dialogue with you, focused on the following questions: 

“Remember—No one really owns a meeting until he or she has spoken.” 
(Dr. Bowling’s college president friend, page 86) 

  
Be sure you hear every voice in the meeting!

Question #1: What is it like to be part of this church? (list some responses)

Question #2: If you could change one thing to make our church a better place, what would that be? (list some 
responses)

Question#3: Our church is at its best when_____________. (list some responses)

Question #4:  If I were pastor of this church for a month, this is what I would do: _____________. 
(list some responses)

PRAYER
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REVISION Study Guide

REPAIR/Chapter 6/Session #8

“Failure is the opportunity to begin again more intelligently.”
(Henry Ford, page 98)

“There are some things one can achieve only by a deliberate  
leap in the opposite direction.”

(Franz Kafka, page 98)

In chapter 6, Dr. Bowling uses several metaphors to describe the need to inspect and repair organizations. Let’s 
consider these words and explore what they say to us:

DRY DOCK 

1. What two purposes does the process of dry docking serve regarding the boat and its well-being?

A.  

B. 

2.  Have you managed to schedule a period of dry dock to examine the hull of your church?  

3. What circumstances or processes might be causing drag on the church?
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4. What circumstances or processes might be causing the church to corrode?  

5. What might be threatening the integrity of your church?

WARNING LIGHTS 
One of the temptations of pastors is to ignore the warning lights that something might be wrong or not running 
properly. (See auto analogy on page 99).  

1. What warning lights am I seeing and perhaps ignoring? Take some time to evaluate your current emo-
tional, mental, and physical health as well as the health of your church. 

A. Personal Evaluation:

B. Church Evaluation: 

Dr. Bowling states, “Just as one routinely schedules a car for maintenance, so must a leader provide for regular 
tune-ups” (page 99). Consider the following questions and reflect on the benefits of each (page 100).

Do I . . . 
• Take time to work?
• Take time to think?
• Take time to play?
• Take time to read?
• Take time to be friendly?
• Take time to love and be loved?
• Take time to share?
• Take time to laugh?
• Take time to dream?
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TOUCHSTONE  
• a piece of fine-grained dark schist or jasper formerly used for testing alloys of gold by observing 

the color of the mark they made on it.

• a standard or criterion by which something is judged or recognized.

1. Describe the touchstone of your church. What is the true shared/core identity?

A FENCE OR A POLE
(pages 101–102)

There can be more than one opinion about a church’s shared identity.  
Dr. Bowling uses the fence and pole as examples.

A. Dr. Bowling states, “A fence sets definite boundaries . . . If you are going to be part of this organization or 
this group, you must stay within this fence” (page 101).
1. Name some of the fences created in your church over the years.

B. A pole is “that thing in the middle around which an organization rallies.” It is a “widely embraced vision 
or plan” that can unify a group. (page 102)
2. Name some of the poles created in your church over the years.
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REBUILDING THE WALL
(pages 104–110)

Beginning on page 104, Dr. Bowling refers to twenty habits that hold people back and prevent leaders from suc-
ceeding. Consider each one and write a one-sentence reflection to each.

1. Winning too much:

2. Adding too much value:

3. Passing judgment:

4. Making destructive comments:

5. Use of wrong language:

6. Telling the world how smart you are:

7. Speaking when angry:

8. Negativity:

9. Withholding information:

10. Failing to give proper recognition:

11. Claiming credit for work done by others:
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12. Making excuses:

13. Clinging to the past:

14. Playing favorites:

15. Refusal to express regret or offer a sincere apology:

16. Not listening:

17. Failing to express gratitude:

18. Punishing the messenger:

19. Passing the buck:

20. An excessive need to be “me”:

CONSIDERATION/APPLICATION
(page 111)

“Over time, not only relationships but also systems and work habits can deteriorate.  An organization might be 
doing the same things that worked in the past, but now those same procedures and processes do not yield the 
same results. Because of this natural entropy, leaders must not assume that all is well. Effective organizations 
regularly evaluate how their standard operating practices are doing.”
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TO DO

A. Earlier in this session you were asked what might be causing drag on your church. You identified some 
things in that section. Now, what is something you can do in the next 30 days to remove some of the 
things that are causing this drag on your church?

B. Goldsmith lists 20 habits that prevent leaders from succeeding. Look at the list again and identify 3 that 
can be addressed in the next 30 days that would affect the health of your church:

1.   

2.     

3. 

PRAYER
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REVISION Study Guide

RELEASE/Chapter 7/Session #9

“Take the first step in faith. You don’t have to see the whole staircase—just take the first step.”
(Martin Luther King Jr., page 113)

“Life is not a dress rehearsal. Stop practicing what you’re going to do and just go do it. 
In one bold stroke you can transform today.”

(Marilyn Grey, page 113)

A. Ask three people to give you the first words that come to their mind when you say 
the word “RELEASE.”

1.  

2.   

3. 

“A vital part of the re-vision process is for the leader to come to the place at which he or she can 
let go of things that are no longer effective.”  

(Dr. Bowling, page 113)

B. Dr. Bowling used four words to describe/explain his thesis on the topic of “release.” Beside each word, 
please write a few words describing how you define each word. 

1. Paralysis:

2. Emancipation:

3. Energy:

4. Anxiety:
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Dr. Bowling says, “Long-term leaders and the organizations with which they work may often have to let go of some 
long-held patterns and practices before they can take hold of the next project or program. There is risk, but there is 
also energy and reward when one learns to release” (page 115). 

A. On a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest, to what degree are you a risk taker? 
 
Low                   1                  2                  3                  4                  5                  High

B. Would you agree with Dr. Bowling’s statement from John Kotter on page 115 that says, “Most organiza-
tions are over-managed and under-led”?     Yes     No 
 
Explain:

C. Why are people so afraid of change in the local church?

D. Why are people so hesitant to embrace the new thing that might be coming our way in the local church?

ALIGNING VS. ORGANIZING
(page 115)

“Alignment has more to do with direction than organization. Its energy stems from vision and strategy rath-
er than systems and structure. Thus, part of the leadership challenge is to communicate effectively the next 
things—projects, goals targets—so that individuals throughout the organization are aligned toward those 
things. With clear goals, individuals are better able to release, to let go of the practices and perceptions of the 
past.” (page 115, bold added)

1. Do you and/or the members of your church know where your church is headed, and how they fit into the 
plan? (page 116)    Yes      No      Not sure
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While visiting Harvard Square, Dr. Bowling read a sign that said, “Welcome—Now Please Go Away.” Reflecting 
on that sign, Dr. Bowling describes how he felt it was applicable to organizations: “Each is, or should be, continu-
ally moving on to the next stage—the next part of the journey” (page 117).

2. Obviously, revisioning is a vital part of this moving on, but often we miss the importance of making it 
an intentional part of what we do. In general, do you think you and your congregation understand the 
significance of moving on and the danger in staying here?  

Explain:

3. Do you and/or your congregation understand what moving on means for the church?  

DISCUSSION STARTERS
1. Where are we?

2. Where do we want to go?

3. How will we get there?

CONSIDERATIONS/APPLICATION

Take some time and think about the following three statements. Does one or more of them challenge, convict or 
affirm you?  If so, which one(s) and why?

1. “Goals provide a framework through which to determine what can be released and what must be contin-
ued” (page 118).

2. “It doesn’t make much difference where you are if you have no idea where you want to go. However, once 
you know and accept where you are and determine where you want to go, then you can decide how to get 
there” (page 119).

3. “One cannot drift his or her way to the top” (page 119).
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TO DO

THE THINGS THEY CARRIED

“In O’Brien’s book the individuals are defined by what they carried—and so are we.  We are all defined to some 
degree by what we carry, what we refuse to carry, and what we cast away.” (page 124)

Read carefully pages 123–126. What baggage are you carrying today that is distracting you or hindering you 
from letting go and moving toward what God is calling you to do?

Prayerfully ask the Holy Spirit to enlighten your mind on this issue. Sometimes things that are hidden, pushed 
down or back, neglected or ignored can be a hindrance to our embracing a new future for our lives.  Consider 
the things he brings to your mind.

PRAYER
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REVISION Study Guide

REFRESH/Chapter 8/ Session #10

“Whatever you do or dream you can do—begin it.

Boldness has genius and power and magic in it.

Don’t worry about being worried.

You’re heading out on an adventure—and you can always change your mind along the way 
and try something else.”

(Tracy Kidder, page 127)

REFLECTION
“There’s nothing as vulnerable as entrenched success.”  

(Quote from Mitt Romney’s father, page 128)

A. What are your thoughts regarding this statement?

B. Why do you think those who are entrenched in success become vulnerable?
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THESIS OF CHAPTER 8
“For re-visioning to take hold, organizations must be periodically refreshed with new ideas, 

new approaches, and new energy.” (page 128)

On page 131, Dr. Bowling says, “If one is to help an organization re-vision its identity and its future, a leader may 
need to refresh the symbols and signs that bear witness to the life and vitality of an organization.”  

LASTING VALUE 

Dr. Bowling reflects with the following on page 132: “Some organizations are like that.  They remain busy and 
seemingly productive, but in the final analysis nothing of lasting value has accrued.”  

What symbols and signs bear witness to the life of your church and its history? After listing them, put a letter be-
side each item listed, keeping in mind that a designation of RELEVANT will be those things that produce lasting 
value. 

• S for Stale

• T for Tired

• R for Relevant 

1.  

2.   

3.    

4.     

5.    

6. 
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ANALYSIS OF ASCENT: Strategies to REFRESH Vision

George Keller identified a series of strategies used to refresh the vision and focus of Elon University: (page 133 
and following)

A. Fostering an overarching commitment to a culture of quality

Question: In your estimation, does the church, in general, give much attention to the quality of its ministries? 
Explain.

B. Addiction to planning

1. Casting a vision

2. Setting goals

3. Communicating each next step

Give each of the above a grade of A through F regarding how you feel you do at each.

John Kotter “notes that part of the planning process must include some strategies for quick performance im-
provements. . . . People don’t just hope and pray for performance improvements. They plan for short-term wins, 
organize accordingly, and implement the plan to make things happen.”  (page 134)

Question:  If you could make one change that would provide an immediate positive outcome, what would it be?

C. Emphasis on the importance of people

Question: What are your thoughts on the following quote: “leaders don’t lead businesses or organizations—we lead 
people”? (page 135)
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D. A willingness to create “a distinctive niche in the crowded firmament of American colleges and universities” 
(page 135)

Question: What makes your church distinct? Do you tend to try to be all things to all people? Explain what 
that feels like as well as the frustrations that come with it.

E. Financial acumen of leadership

1. How do you feel about the current finances of the church? 

2. What are you doing to stay informed and educated about the finances of the church?

CONSIDERATIONS/APPLICATION

On page 137, Dr. Bowling addresses the following: “Successful leaders also understand the importance of . . .”   

Write a brief introspective analysis of each:

1. Managing the mood of their organizations

2. Having emotional intelligence
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3. Being self-aware and empathetic

4. Staying in touch with their own emotions

5. Intuitively grasping how others feel

6. Being like an orchestra conductor

7. Having confidence in his/her knowledge of the whole score

8. Having a connection with the individual musicians
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TO DO

THE HUMAN MOMENT AT WORK (pages 137–138)

After reading and reflecting on this section of Chapter 8, consider taking the following actions:

1. Make a connection with someone in person or via phone call this week instead of texting or emailing.

2. Call five people this week on the phone whom you haven’t connected with for at least three months in 
your church, just to say hi and see how they are doing.   Those people are:

1. 

2.  

3.  

4. 

5.  

PRAYER
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REVISION STUDY GUIDE

Section 3 – The Look Ahead

RETICULATE/Chapter 9/Session #11

“First comes thought; then organization of that thought into ideas and plans;
then transformation of those plans into reality. The beginning, 

as you will observe, is in your imagination.”
(Napoleon Hill, page 143)

REFLECTION

RETICULATE: “to form a net or network”  

On page 144, Dr.  Bowling says, “Transforming an organization requires a new vision, coupled with new ways of 
thinking about strategy, structure, and people.”  

A. When is the last time you came up with something new and original to present to your congregation? 

B. What was it and how did it go?

C. Do you default to making the old work instead of trying something new? If yes, why?

OLD BEHAVIORS TO NEW THINKING 
THREE ACTS OF REVISIONING

(pages 144–146)

ACT I  

“The leader takes center stage as he or she sets forth the need for change and  
begins to encounter the inevitable and necessary questions and challenges to the  

prospect that things will have to be different going forward.” (page 144)
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A. How often have you encountered the phrase “This is the way we have always done it” or “We’ve never 
done it that way before”?

• What is your initial response to these statements?

• Do you feel this is a prevailing attitude in your congregation, or does it lie within one or two individuals?

B. What do you feel are some of the reasons you are hesitant to try new things?

C. What do you feel are some of the reasons a congregation is hesitant to do things differently?

“Leaders involved in renewal must create a fresh vision that at least most  
employees will view as desirable.” (page 146)

On page 145, Dr. Bowling addresses the fear factor that accompanies organizations during a time of change.  He 
suggests, “Hope and optimism are the antidotes.”  

A. How would you create this fresh vision and how would you present it to your people?

REFLECTION
I think leading people into a new experience must be grounded in the 

“why,” not just the “what” and “how.” Thoughts?
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ACT II

“The leader is fully engaged in shaping a new set of expectations and seeking to project a preferred future 
for the organization . . .” (page 146)

A. In thinking about moving forward, how many of your current expectations are based on maintaining the 
status quo rather than creating something new?

B. What might your expectations be due to? (Circle those that are applicable.)

• Fear

• Caution

• Unknown

• Opposition

• Work it takes to change

ACT III

“The leader seeks to stabilize and institutionalize the results of the re-visioning so that gains made 
will survive his or her tenure.” (page 146)

REFLECTION
Dr. Bowling states, “In fact, one of the often unexpected issues to deal with is frustration that accompanies the al-
most inevitable moments of failure that may occur as new methods and procedures are implemented.” (page 146)

A. How do you handle failure?

B. Does the anticipation of failure keep you from casting a new vision for your church?
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“Revitalization is empty until the new vision becomes reality. The whole process will  
vaporate during the heat of the day if the new way of thinking does not 

make its way into day-to-day practice.” 
(pages 146–147)

A. What are your thoughts surrounding this statement?

B. Explain what you think Dr. Bowling meant by his observation on page 149: “The goal in re-visioning 
should not be to expect or demand that everyone be of one mind—it is more a matter of everyone being of 
one heart.” 

THE FOUR THREATS
Four threats are mentioned on page 149 regarding reframing how people think about things.

THREAT ONE: Tension between the old guard and the new

 Define: 
• New Guard:

• Old Guard:

THREAT TWO: Recognizing resources will need to be realigned

 What resources can you think of that would need to be realigned for you to move forward?

THREAT THREE: Implication that change means some level of indictment of past decisions

 
 Apply this to your situation. What are people afraid of losing?
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THREAT FOUR: Changes can be perceived as threatening to an individual’s future and career opportunities.

A. Does this apply to you and your situation?

On page 150, Dr. Bowling uses the metaphor of a strategic rope. 

B. What efforts do you make to bring individuals together for a bigger purpose?  

C. What difficulties are there in dealing with individuals vs. a group? 

EVENTS vs. TRENDS
(page 152)

Below, list three events that your church is currently involved in that would indicate its mission/values:

1.  

2.  

3.  
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Below, list 3 trends that you see in your church that are moving you toward your “why.”

1. 

2.  

3.  

CONSIDERATIONS/APPLICATIONS

“Just as individuals can change, so can organizations, enabling them to exchange what would be for what could be 
with a new vision.” (page 159)
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TO DO

1. After considering the statement above, write one paragraph (3–5 lines) describing what the future will be 
if you and your church continue its current course.  

2. Write one paragraph (3-5 lines) describing what you foresee for you and your church if you can Revision 
in the days ahead.

PRAYER
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REVISION STUDY GUIDE

Re-ARTICULATE/Chapter 10/Session #12

“Don’t wait for something big to occur. Start where you are, with what
you have, and that will always lead you into something greater.”

(Mary Manin Morrissey, page 160)

COMMUNICATION
In this chapter Dr. Bowling emphasizes the value of our “formal and informal communications” (page 161). He 
suggests that during times of change a keen awareness of communication is needed. 

Take a moment to read the following excerpt and highlight the passages you think are the most important. 
Then, in a different color, identify and highlight the part you feel you need to work on. 

“Leaders who remain effective over long periods of time are able to measure and ensure the effectiveness of their 
communications regarding an organization’s values, vision, and processes. One cannot assume that all communica-
tions are reaching the intended audience or understood fully.  Therefore, effective leaders need to pay close attention 
to the frequency, form, content, and feedback related to internal and external messaging. This is particularly true 
once change is underway. A constant re-articulation must precede, accompany, and follow institutional change” 
(page 161).

A. How do you plan to address any communication issues you have identified in the passage? In the next 
two weeks strategize a plan to address these issues. 

B. Do you feel you communicate your vision to those around you in ways that emotionally engage them to 
help turn the vision into reality?

C. Do you depend on yourself or do you enlist others to make the vision reality? 
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STORYTELLING 
“In the process of re-visioning, leaders must put ‘the story’ of their organizations into words and images. Leaders need to 
paint a mental picture that will address not just what has been but, more important, what will be” (page 163).

A. Are you an effective and consistent “institutional storyteller” (page 162)? In what ways and how often do 
you tell stories about your church that inform others of its story?

B. As you tell the story of your church’s past, do you also paint a picture of your church’s future? How can 
one tell a story of the past, while promoting a vision for the future?

A few questions to consider:
• Do you ever talk about when/how your church started?

• Do your people know some of the names of the pioneers of your church?

• Do your people know when your building was built and why?

• Do your people know the names of former pastors?

• Do your people know who is on your leadership team currently?

• Do your people know how you became pastor?

• Do your people know your story?
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SLOGANS & MOTTOS
On page 163, Dr. Bowling writes how slogans “convey something important about the product it represents.” 

Slogans and phrases often lose their impact (page 164). 
A. Is there anything you say on a regular basis that may have lost its impact with your people? What is it?

“Slogans come and go; mottos come to stay. Why is that? Mottos stay because they flow directly from mission rather 
than marketing” (page 164).

B. What is the difference between a slogan and a motto?  

C. From the church’s mission statement, has a motto emerged for your church? If so, what is it?

VALUES
“We must find ways for our past and present to overlap in ways that set the stage for the future” (page 165). 

A. Have you attempted to overlap your church’s past and present in order to set the stage for its future? If so, how?

Dr. Bowling writes on pages 166–167 about value statements. It is extremely important that churches establish 
a set of values/value statements, but also that the church collectively knows them and is integral in establishing 
them. Does your church know its values/value statements? If so…

1. Are these values/value statements repeated often publicly?

2. Are these values/value statements written where the congregation can see them on a regular basis?
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3. Do you talk about and explain them often?

4. Do these values guide your training, budget, preaching, teaching?

5. Do they make any real difference in your church’s ministry?

WHERE ARE MY GLASSES?
“Often progress within a company or working group can be improved simply by coordinating and communicating 
clearly how each member sees a given situation” (page 168). 

In this section Bowling talks about “lenses” and how people see things. In a typical church setting, we work with 
people who have a myriad of lenses through which they look at things. Below, list some of the “lenses” people 
look through that you work with:

A. How do you deal with all the varying perspectives? 

B. Where do you struggle?

C. Where do you succeed?

“It is not possible for a single leader, working alone, to transform a large,
 complex organization.” (page 169)

 “. . . one does not lead organizations per se—one leads people.” 
(Bowling paraphrasing Brad Moore, page 175)
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THOUGHTS
To close this chapter, Bowling refers to Camine Gallo’s book, The Innovation Secrets of Steve Jobs, on pages 178–
183. In this book, Gallo lists seven principles exhibited by Steve Jobs. They are:

1. Do what you love.

2. Put a dent in the universe.

3. Kick-start your brain.

4. Sell dreams, not products.

5. Say no to one thousand things.

6. Create insanely great experiences.

7. Master the message.

CONSIDERATIONS/APPLICATIONS:
Review and think for a few moments on these seven principles.

TO DO

Choose one of the above principles to focus on this week. How can you apply this principle to your personal life 
and public ministry?

PRAYER
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REVISION STUDY GUIDE

RESIST/Chapter 11/Session #13

“Your present circumstances don’t determine where you can go;
they merely determine where you start.”

(Nido Qubein, page 184)

“Every leader lives in the midst of a tug-of-war, not usually between good and evil but often between competing 
priorities and pressures. Part of a leader’s job is to balance the centrifugal forces of institutional life that tend to 
pull an organization apart—forces of individuality, academic freedom, cultural changes, economic issues, and so on, 
against the centripetal forces that tend to preserve the integrity and unity of the organization, things like mission, 
morale, vision, progress, and community” (page 185, bold added).

Centrifugal: moving away from center
Centripetal: moving toward the center

A. List some of the centrifugal forces you face in your life (personal and church).

B. List some of the centripetal forces you face in your life (personal and church).

C. Which of these tend to win out in how you live and work (priorities, time management, budget, etc.)?
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“With rapidly changing technology, a downsized workforce, and an emphasis on acquiring a broad range of skills, 
leaders today have to be more flexible than ever in their roles. Taking risks in their approach to management is the 
only choice left for those who want to have an impact on an increasingly global workforce”
(Bennis and Townsend, page 186).

Take a moment and rewrite the above statement in your own words, making it applicable to your context:

LEADING VS. MANAGING
On pages 186–187, Dr. Bowling writes about having a proper balance between managing and leading. This is 
something we all struggle with from time to time. 

“Resisting the press of the daily demands or the call of the urgent in order to focus on the next new thing is an im-
portant part of the re-visioning process” (page 187).

A. Using a percentage scale of measurement, how much time do you normally spend on:

 Daily demands (the call of the urgent) __________%
 Looking-out-the-window time__________%

B. Which of these two activities produces the most constructive and forward-moving experiences for you?
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SOUTHWEST AIRLINES

On pages 188–189, Dr. Bowling shares an excerpt of “40 Lessons to Learn from Southwest.”

As you look back on your ministry, make a list of lessons learned in your experience. (Example: Don’t try to grow 
the church from the pulpit.)

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

FIFTEEN PAIRS OF SHOES

“Leaders who provide continuity and progress over long periods of time learn to
 resist the pull of the past and all the seemingly apparent reasons something 

won’t work in favor of why it may work.” (page 191)

A. After reading this section, what reasons or what pull of the past is keeping you from pursuing your dream 
for your life or church?

B. Are these reasons worth giving up on your dream?

C. How can you begin to overcome these reasons and move toward fulfilling your dream?
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A relevant reminder is given on page 192 regarding times when unexpected moments or misperceptions happen 
in life as we are trying to move forward. As an encouragement to yourself, print these three suggestions and put 
them in your office somewhere.

Hold Steady

Clarify the Issues

Communicate Effectively

THE POWER OF PRESENCE

“There is a power in presence, and certainly a leader’s presence makes a difference. Just showing up to engage in the 
conversation and ask the right questions and encourage others will help overcome the tendency within organizations 
not to change. Leaders are by definition change agents. They are catalytic. Effective leaders instill hope and opti-
mism, even in the face of obstacles” (page 193–194).

A. Where are some areas that you can have the power of presence in your current context?

MONOPOLY

On page 195, Dr. Bowling writes that Max Depree “noted that we cannot become what we need to be by remaining 
what we are. I have observed that too many people are interested in making a success in life rather than making a 
success of life. They overvalue what they have and undervalue what they are” (bold added).

Thoughts?
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“People who cannot invent and reinvent themselves must be content with borrowed postures, secondhand ideas, 
fitting in instead of standing out. Inventing oneself is the opposite of accepting the roles we were brought up to play” 
(Bennis, page 196).

Thoughts?

A PROPER UNDERSTANDING OF FAILURE

“Failure is, in a sense, the highway to success, inasmuch as every discovery of what is false leads us to seek earnestly 
after what is true. Don’t be afraid of failure” (page 196).

After reading this section on pages 196-197, what are your thoughts regarding failure and overcoming it?

THE CHECKERED FLAG

Dr. Bowling writes, “What does it take to finish the race, to succeed in your professional/career commitments, 
your family priorities, your faith commitments, and your pursuit of excellence? Every racer at Indianapolis 
knows that . . .” (page 198)

1. No one wins who does not enter.
2. Each driver must stay on course.
3. The drivers also know that they must follow the rules of the race.
4. Watch for the checkered flag.

Which of these observations resonates with you, and why?
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CONSIDERATIONS/APPLICATIONS

“Leaders strive not only to start well but also to finish well” (page 199).

As you look at your life and ministry, do you ever think about how you will finish? Or, are you focused on how 
you are doing today, or how you did yesterday?

TO DO

Take a few moments and consider what you might regret when you look back on your life and how you lived it. 
What things do you think you will have wanted to have done differently? Make a list of those things, then note 
how you might make changes today to change the outcome later.

Share your opinions of the difference between a eulogy and a resume.

PRAYER
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REVISION STUDY GUIDE

RENEW/Chapter 12/Session #14

“Baby step by baby step, you have what you need right now to 
start moving in the direction of your happiest dreams.”

(Marta Davidovich Ockuly, page 200)

In Let Your Life Speak, Parker Palmer says of those who “plant the seeds of movement,” . . . “they decide no longer 
to act on the outside in a way that contradicts some truth about themselves that they hold deeply on the inside.”  

Hopefully, the journey to revision your church is resulting in a renewal of mission and purpose. The steps we 
have taken together act as fuel to “sustain the re-vision process” (page 200). 

This chapter will be a bit different than the previous ones. It will be brief in scope, but deep in meaning—that is, 
if you spend some time contemplating it seriously.  

Following are some brief statements that can be found in Chapter 12. Please review them in the context of the 
chapter, then paraphrase each in your own language, then provide a thought or reaction to each.  

PLAY BALL

After attending a Chicago Cubs baseball game, Bowling made the following observation (page 203):

“I observe this: the world to which I return after the game contains all the same elements that were visible in the 
stadium…”  These elements are….

Consider the 11 elements above and make notes as to how each one applies to or affects you currently.
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INTEGRITY 

“In this world . . . we need a clear sense of our core values as individuals and as an organization. It is our value sys-
tem that becomes our internal umpire in a world that often refuses to play by the rules.” (page 203, bold added)

Below, list your personal values, followed by your church’s values: 

Personal:

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5. 

Corporate: 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5. 

6. 

“If you have integrity, nothing else matters. If you don’t have integrity, nothing else matters. . . . Integrity involves 
a consistency of actions, values, methods, measures, principles, expectations, and outcomes. In ethics, integrity is 

regarded as ‘honesty and truthfulness.” (page 204)

Shakespeare: “To thine own self be true . . .”

Are you a person of integrity? Are you being true to yourself, or are you hiding the real you?

What does the real you look like?
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CONSIDERATIONS/APPLICATION

“Renewing an organization goes deeper than processes and procedures. It must also include the renewing of relation-
ships, the building of corporate morale, and the strengthening of interpersonal cooperation and commitment.”
(page 207)

TO DO

Considering the statement above, how can I…

1. Renew relationships in my world?

2. Build corporate morale?

3. Strengthen interpersonal cooperation and commitment?

PRAYER
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REVISION STUDY GUIDE

REJOICE/Conclusion/Session #15

“I wake up every morning with a great desire to live joyfully.”
(Alexandra Stoddard, page 208)

Rejoice: “feel or show great joy or delight.”

The first paragraph of the conclusion lists several characteristics of leaders. Identify the ones where you feel you 
succeed, and those you feel you need to address:

• They manage themselves.

• They inspire others.

• They forge the future.

• They are full of questions.

• They are wary of easy answers.

• They explore.

• They dream.

• They are tireless believers in people.

• They are willing to take risks.

• They are committed to excellence.

• They are committed to readiness.

• They are committed to virtue.

• They are committed to vision.

• They strive to face things as they are.

• They prepare for things as they will be.
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“Leadership in its fullest and finest expression is not about today or even tomorrow—it is about next year and ten 
years from now and beyond.” (page 208)

A. How much thought have you given to what kind of family you will leave behind?

B. How much thought have you given to what kind of church you will leave behind?

BILL BORDEN’S BIBLE 

“No reserves. No retreats. No regrets.”
(Bill Borden, page 212)

• The directional arrow goes outward rather than inward.

• The question is not, “What do I get out of this?” or “How will this make me look?”

• It is not about how well we fared.

• It is not about how rich we got.

• It is not about how highly regarded we are.

THE TRUE TEST IS A DETERMINATION OF HOW WELL THE ORGANIZATION
 ONE LEADS DOES OVER TIME.
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CONSIDERATIONS/APPLICATION

“Leadership is not for the faint of heart. It is satisfying and frustrating at the same time. It is challenging and re-
warding. The pressure is constant, and the weight of responsibility is heavy. However, leaders who can re-vision their 
work, their organization, and their life over long stretches of time are the men and women who leave a legacy. And 
they are the ones who in the midst of the challenges of leadership can rejoice.” (page 212)

TO DO

In Road to Character, David Brooks discusses how there are two profiles that describe us: Eulogy Profile and 
Resume Profile. We spend much of our time, if not most of our time, preparing and developing our Resume 
Profile. These are reflections of what we have accomplished and done. Eulogy Profiles, which are mostly heard at 
funerals, reflect on who we are.  

This study is not so much about doing, although it is that; it is also about being—being an effective and visionary 
leader. 

Below, spend a little time and create a Resume Profile. (This reflects what you have accomplished in your life/career.)

Now, spend some time and create a Eulogy Profile. (This expresses what you would want others to say about you 
at your funeral.)
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FINAL ASSIGNMENT

Write your own epitaph! (An epitaph is what appears on a gravestone.)

PRAYER
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